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Think! What you can do after breaking all the restrictions of your mind which is generated at the time
of any decision. There are so many questions which arise in the time of decision like my decision is
right or wrong?  Actually when we try to invent and develop something then our mind raises some
restrictions like whether it would be successful or not?  This happens just because of your restricted
mind, you need to open your mind in spiritual thought, spiritual thinking is the only way to break
bond of mind. Bishop Jordan will help you in breaking this bond of mind; he will increase your
spiritual thinking by his book laws of thinking.  Spiritual thinking is the way to understand yes from
God, if you are spiritually mature then you are able to understand Godâ€™s will for your decision.

By spiritual thinking you can feel the message from God that will be helpful in your invention and
development. An invention is also a plan of God and you need to understand his plan only then you
can succeed it. A thought process required for each and every successful work. Thinking before
performing is very important because result is always based on thought process. A positive result
depends on positive thinking. Bishop Jordan is willing to increase your thought process so that you
can achieve everything in your life. Make this happen by reading the book laws of thinking, which
contains 20 secrets of using the divine power of your mind. We all have power of divine but we donâ€™t
know how to use it.

Bishop Bernard Jordan will teach you this by his book in which he is sharing his secrets of divine
power. Thought is behind the evil and thought is behind the invention, just think about the two
thoughts which are totally different one raises problem and other raises solution. Spiritual thoughts
always think about the solution not about the problem and if you can think spiritually then you will be
able to solve each problem in your life. So many personalities are example of good and inspiring
thoughts and think from where they are getting these thoughts; God is the only one who can inspire
your thoughts.  If you find yourself in abundance of restriction then you need guidance to get relief
from these restrictions of your mind. A restricted mind canâ€™t invent something it can only reject
everything. God always provide you the opportunities and you need to use these opportunities
properly.

Law of thinking will teach you â€œhow to use opportunity for success?â€• everyone wanted to reach on the
highest peak of success but few reaches , do you know the reason, it is again a powerful thought
,which they gain by spiritual thinking.  Spiritual thought is the only power which can perform the
convergence like poverty to richness, failure to successor, hate to love etc. Bishop Bernard Jordan
is the man of God who can break the bond of restrictions.  Master Prophet E. Bernard Jordan,
author of laws of thinking, wanted to motivate the person towards prosperity through the power of
mind. Power of mind, power of thinking basically depends on the environment because maximum
you learn is from your environment and if it is negative then your thought process becomes negative
slowly. This is not your fault because you are not getting the guidance of thinking, the guidance from
God. God is the only one who can make your environment positive, who can make you positive. But
God could not be everywhere so he decided to help his people by his special persons like Bishop
Jordan. Bishop Jordan makes it happen by his book laws of thinking which will teach you about
critical, positive and spiritual thinking and it will also give you positive thoughts for your daily tasks.
Positivity is a big thing because sometime whatever you think that becomes true so by thinking
positively you can make your life easy.

The laws of thinking spread the words of God. If you are following the words of God in your life then
how it could be wrong! If God is in your thought process then how it would not be success? Think
and learn thinking because if we donâ€™t have the spiritual thinking then we should learn it from the
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person who has the great spiritual thinking. Bernard Jordan believes thatâ€• God has given you the
talent to help peopleâ€• thatâ€™s why he always wanted to share his talent, his laws with the whole world.
The knowledge of thinking he has is not limited it is unlimited his book contains each and every level
of thinking. So try to understand the will of God and learn the way of thinking not for him for yourself
because your success is always in Godâ€™s will.
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